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Salesperson Deal Breakdown

Why CompTrackr?

Intuitive software that immediately reduces the 
hours required to calculate payroll by up to 75% for 
first time and experienced users.

Easy to Use 

Assess the impact of different pay plans through 
simulations with actual data.  

Pay Plan Analysis

Access CompTrackr from various devices using 
cloud based technology.

Cloud-Based

Incorporates a variety of factors that make up 
a pay plan including tiered commissions, draws & 
settle-ups, multiple bonus structures, etc.

Comprehensive

Unprecedented clarity and transparency in the 
computation of pay generates trust and boosts 
employee retention. 

Employee Confidence

DMS integration allows salespeople to see the 
immediate impact of sales on their paycheck. 

Real-Time Integration

Compensation Management: The proper way to pay your employees
CompTrackr accommodates the intricacies of modern pay plans while allowing managers to present a clear 
and concise opportunity to their teams and potential hires.  Managers can evaluate alternative plans and 
test them against actual results.  Additionally, salespeople can access CompTrackr to see where they are in 
meeting goals and capturing opportunities.  Integrated with the DMS, CompTrackr automates and simplifies 
the payroll process, saves time for the office staff, motivates employees and drives improved margins.

An integrated tool that allows 
managers to optimize, evaluate, test & 

manage compensation plans.



DMS Certifications

View each salesperson’s 
specific pay plan at a 
glance. Improve 
employee satisfaction 
and increase retention 
through transparency 
regarding compensation.

Individual Pay Plans

Quickly analyze different 
pay plans using your 
store’s historical data and 
understand how to 
maximize profitability for 
you and your employees.

Pay Plan Lab

•  Improve efficiency and ensure accuracy while running payroll calculations

•  Easily manage spiffs including budgets, requests, approvals, & spiff programs

•  Create and compare pay plans through simulations using actual data

•  Motivate salespeople by providing visibility into real time payroll calculations 

•  Track CSI scores over time to identify potential areas for improvement

•  Export detailed PDF and CSV files for easy payroll reporting and power posting

What We Do
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An integrated tool that allows 
managers to optimize, evaluate, test & 

manage compensation plans.


